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1. Introduction

Peter Hoffmann
1991-1995 practical training in the chemical industry as process control electronics

1996-1999 working in a private company

1998-1998 passed a qualification exam to study at university (no high school)

1999-2005 study of meteorology (diploma)

2005-2012 Institute for Meteorology in Leipzig (PhD)
Meteorology of the Upper Atmosphere

2012-date Potsdam Institute for Climate Impacts Research (PIK)
Research Domain 2: Climate Resilience
Working Group: Hydro-Climatic Risks



Research Topics
Õ Regional Climate Diagnostic (Hoffmann, 2019, in prep.)

– analysis of European weather patterns (dynamics)

Õ Seasonal Forecast (Hoffmann, 2018)

– using early season predictors (data driven)

Õ Future Assessments (Hoffmann et al. 2018)

– using regional climate model ensembles for Europe

Õ Climate Services

– operational weather and climate impacts for Germany



Research Projects
Õ Climate and Pathogens (2015-2018)

– infectious diseases e.g. Pneumonia and Sepsis

Õ Vulnerability Study of the Tourism Sector (2018-2020)

– relation between weather and tourist demand

Õ Assessment of Climatic Risk for the Deutsche Bahn (2017)

– relation between extreme weather and train delays

Õ Climate Impacts Online

– cross-sectoral climate services: agriculture, hydrology



2. Observations

Climate Data & Climate Indicators

daily unit seasonal annual Indicator unit

temperature ◦C mean mean ◦C

— > 30°C hot days days

— 99th-perc 3rd hottest day ◦C

— < 0°C ice days days

precipitation mm sum sum mm

— > 30mm very wet days days

— 99th-perc 3rd wettest day mm/d

wind gust m/s – > 25m/s severe storms days

weather patterns cat frequency duration days



Temperature: Potsdam

+1.4°C since 1893 / +1°C per 30 yr since 1961



Temperature: life cycle

+3°C within one life



Temperature: distribution

shifting temperature distribution / heat extremes more likely



Temperature: annual mean

linear trend 1961-2017: 8.0°C - 9.8°C (∆ =+1.8°C)



Temperature: 3rd hottest day of year

linear trend 1961-2017: 28.0°C - 30.8°C (∆ =+2.8°C)



Temperature: climatic shift

today climate of Berlin similar to the climate of Freiburg in the 80s



Temperature & Rainfall: cumulative

2018 was the warmest and driest year on record



Rainfall: 3rd wettest day of year

increase of rainfall intensity in almost every region: +3mm/d



Rainfall: river floods

flooding maps of the 100 yr events 2002 and 2013 in the river Elbe catchment



Rainfall: hourly

Radar climatology of intens hourly rainfall events (2001-2017)



Wind Speed: severe storms

possible changing seasonality of severe storms



Extreme Weather

persistent weather pattern favored extreme rainfall in North-East Germany 2017



Extreme Weather: Impacts for Deutsche Bahn

Deutsche Bahn: Interruptions

2005-2015

storms: n=852 (S, N)

heat: n=112 (SO, N, W)

rain: n=370 (SO, W)

snow: n=4303 (SO, S)

total: SO!

ratios of train interruption per DB regional area and extreme weather category



Extreme Weather: heat

hot summers cause more interruption: 2006, 2010, 2015

2015: 16 hot days and 200% more train interruptions in South-West



Extreme Weather: rain

heavy rain and floodings cause interruptions: 2007 and 2013

2013: 200% more train interruptions in South and South-East



Extreme Weather: storms

severe storms cause interruptions: 2007 (Kyrill) and 2015 (Niklas)

2015: 200% more train interruptions in West



Extreme Weather

1961-2016: categories of extreme weather - observed evolution



Extreme Weather

1961-2016: categories of extreme weather - observed evolution



Extreme Weather

1961-2016: categories of extreme weather - observed evolution

Heat & Heavy Rain: 33.8% (1961-1990) 54.9% (1987-2016)



Weather Patterns

categorical data: shapes of the circulation over Europe



Weather Patterns: changes

new dominant weather patterns: TRM and BM



3. Projections

scenarios: ”climate protection” (+1°C) or “business as usual” (+4°C)



Historical Simulations

observed changes are reproduced by climate models



Germany in Numbers: 2071-2100 vs. 1971-2000

more heat, more intense rain, more drought, less frost



Flood Risks: Danube

shortening of recurrence of 100-yr flood events and low water



Crop Failure

2018 higher crop failure in North-East than 2003



4. Climate Impacts Online

climate services across sectors for decision makers & public



summer days & fire risk (cat5)

observed and simulated climate and climate impact indicators (1901-2100)



5. Climate and Mobility

climate and mobility network: assessment of airports

flight connections weighted by departure and arrival temperature: climate bridges



Assessment of Airports

LINK
sorted table: centrality of airports under consideration of climate bridges

http://www.pik-potsdam.de/~peterh/hyfly/table.html


Thank You for Your Attention!
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